SGA Resolution 10-06-F

A Resolution to have a bus stop shelter put in place on Greek row.

Whereas: Residence of Greek row utilize the raider express but do not have a bus stop shelter,

Whereas: Due to the lack of shelters, students are forced to wait in their houses until they see the bus come,

Whereas: The school caters to students at Campus Crossings but do not cater to the students that live on Greek row,

Whereas: On days that weather is bad and students must wait in their houses, the bus often drives right past the current stop,

Whereas: These students pay rent and live on campus and deserve the same benefits as everyone else that lives on campus,

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 69TH SGA CONGRESS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MTSU THAT:

Section 1: The shelter should be put in place in the middle of Greek row to allow all students an equal chance to use the shelter.

Sponsored by: Senator Brandon McNary
Senator Michael Hicks
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